Geothermal PostDoc fellow position – University of Texas at Austin

The University of Texas at Austin is seeking to hire a geothermal postdoctoral fellow for a full time position.

The University of Texas at Austin is seeking to hire a Geothermal Postdoctoral Fellow for a full-time entry level position.

The position is with the Bureau of Economic Geology and available immediately. The position is expected to continue until April 6, 2023.

This position is located at the J.J. Pickle Research Center in North Austin.

Responsibilities

- Conducting research
- Writing publications
- Proposal development

Required Qualifications

PhD in earth sciences or engineering with research experience in geothermal energy. Proven capacity for innovative, creative scientific analysis. Proven publication skills and verbal communication skills. Ability to work both independently and effectively in a group. Ability to work effectively with multiple disciplines, including geophysics and engineering. PhD must have been received within three years from date of hire.

Relevant education and experience may be substituted as appropriate.

Preferred Qualifications

Expertise in developing various machine learning models and neural networks. Ability to implement the practical application of advanced data & analytics methodologies (e.g., data mining, fuzzy logic, ANN s, AI, machine learning, statistics, etc.) to geoscience.

For full details see the job announcement linked below

Source: University of Texas at Austin via LinkedIn (https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/search/?currentJobId=3223343631&geoid=92000000&keywords=geothermal&location=Worldwide&refresh=true)
Geothermal PostDoc fellow position – University of Texas at Austin

https://www.thinkgeoenergy.com/postdoc-position-university-of-texas/